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. . try out several different flight paths. Space Simulation On Earth, the earth's atmosphere provides enough resistance to a rocket's ascent to prevent most rockets from rising very high. In space, this is no longer true. In space, the air is not an insulating blanket surrounding a rocket, but is itself a powerful force, one that can propel a rocket in an entirely different direction than it was designed to
travel. The spacesuit that astronauts wear during a spacewalk keeps the same heat from the sun, and protects them from other harmful rays that are part of space travel. This causes the air around a spacesuit to get very hot, resulting in a pressure on the suit that is about 5 times normal. The International Space Station (ISS) uses a complex system of robotics and other machinery to move and position the
station. However, all of this machinery and technology is powered by electricity, and electricity doesn't work well in space. So, astronauts on the ISS typically use the ISS's robot arm to move around, and to grab things, such as tools or experiment parts. Spacesuits The spacesuit worn by an astronaut has many features that allow for them to survive in space, and, at the same time, allow them to perform
tasks while in space. In order to make sure that astronauts don't suffocate in space, the spacesuit airlock is connected to the outside of the space station, and the entire suit is pressurized. The suit is made of many layers, from the top to the bottom. The first layer, the most worn, is the boots. These are a foot-long tube that keeps the astronaut's foot from floating around, and, at the same time, is strong
enough to withstand the pressure of the external air. The next layer is the pants. These are very large, and contain two things: The first is a gas tank for air; the second is the material the spacesuit is made of. The suit itself is made of a material that will allow the astronaut to survive in the external air, and also allows oxygen to pass through it easily. It's also designed to look like the skin of the
astronaut's body. On the outside of the suit, there are two large gloves. These contain the astronaut's hands, which are also pressurized. At the top of the suit, there is a helmet. This is where the astronaut breathes. The helmet contains a respiratory air supply that can feed the astronaut f3e1b3768c
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